Byzantium art - Wikipedia
Seventh-century crisis Mosaic from the church of Hagios Demetrius in Thessaloniki, late 7th or early 8th century, showing St. Demetrios with the bishop and the eparch The Apsis of Justinian was followed by a political decline, since most of Justinian's conquests were lost and the Empire faced acute crisis with the invasions of the Avars, Slavs

Byzantium (ca. 330-1453) | Encyclopedia
In the 600s, Persians and Arab invasions devastated much of Byzantium's eastern territories. The artistic traditions of the wealthy state extended throughout the empire, including the southernmost provinces of Egypt and North Africa, which remained under Byzantine control until the Arab conquest of the region in the seventh century (17.10.1664).

Sclavonia - Wikipedia
The Sclavonia (in Latin) or Slăbonia (various forms in Greek, see below) were early Slavic tribes that raided, invaded and settled the Balkans in the Early Middle Ages and eventually became known as the ethnogenesis of the South Slavs. They were mentioned by early Byzantine chroniclers as barbarians having appeared at the Byzantine borders along with the Atiotes, another Slavic group.

Byzantium - World History Encyclopedia
Feb 21, 2013 - The ancient city of Byzantium was founded by Greek colonists from Megara around 657 BCE. According to the historian Tacitus, it was built on the European side of the Strait of Bosphorus on the order of "the god of Delphi" who said to build "opposite the land of the blind". This was in reference to the inhabitants of Chalcedon who had built their city on the eastern shore of the Strait.

Augustus - HISTORY
Aug 21, 2018 - The three Punic Wars between Carthage and Rome took place over nearly a century, beginning in 264 B.C. and ending in Roman victory with the destruction of Carthage in 146 B.C.

Byzantine Empire - Definition, Timeline & Location - HISTORY
Aug 24, 2015 - During the seventh and eighth centuries, the Byzantine Empire was at the height of its power, when it became the most influential and powerful Christian civilization, much like its predecessor, the Roman Empire.

The Anglo-Saxon ship burial at Sutton Hoo | British Museum
The Anglo-Saxon ship burial at Sutton Hoo is one of the most important archaeological discoveries in Britain, providing a wealth of information about the society and culture of the period.

Byzantium in the seventh century
The Byzantine Empire was a vast and powerful civilization with origins that can be traced to 330 A.D., when the Roman emperor Constantine I dedicated a "New Rome" on the site of the ancient Byzantium.

Byzantine empire
Israel Antiquities Authority workers stand at the remains of a 1,500-year-old Byzantine military camp in Yavne, Israel. October 11, 2021. REUTERS/Nir Elias

media erasure Jewish connection to newly uncovered ancient wine cellar in Israel
The Turkish archives preserve the report of the Kapudan Pasha, the senior officer commanding the fleet, whose account of the battle of Lepanto is just two lines: 'The fleet of the divinely guided fleet of the West has raised the banner of Islam and captured the ship of the infidels.'

remember the battle of lepanto
The Byzantine army was among the most powerful and effective military forces in the world from the 7th to the 12th centuries.

byzantine army: the world's most formidable multi-ethnic force
The Byzantine military was composed of a diverse array of ethnic and religious groups, including Greeks, Romans, Armenians, Slavs, and other peoples from the Balkans.

1,500-year-old winery found in Israel
A 1,500-year-old winery has been discovered in Israel, the ancient city of Byzantium. The winery was operated on previously.

byzantine warrior with gold-threaded jaw found in Greece
Byzantine warrior with gold-threaded jaw found in Greece

archaeologists are mining the ancient world for evidence of early Byzantine civilization
Archaeologists are mining the ancient world for evidence of early Byzantine civilization,

the byzantine empire's greek fire brought hell to earth
What made someone a "Roman in Byzantium"? A previous monograph I examined the The Miracles of Saint Demetrius (late seventh century): descent (partial), upbringing, narratives of group history,

romanland: ethnicity and empire in byzantium
This book offers the first synthesis of its history between the seventh and the mid-fifteenth century, a period coinciding with the existence of the Byzantine Empire which, as heir to the Roman Empire,

byzantinism, venice, and the medieval adriatic
Among the unexplored artefacts, archaeologists have discovered a number of inscriptions, stone carvings and drawings that are key to understanding the city of Byzantium.

archaeologists have discovered ancient marines' brass artifact in turkey
Archaeologists have discovered ancient marines' brass artifact in Turkey

Byzantine magnates - Wikipedia
Most of them were created in the 6th/7th century during the Byzantine period, developed from the classical Hellenistic-Roman tradition. The Byzantine Empire was the last of the great empires of the Roman world.

Slav alphabet was Glagolitic, invented by Byzantine monk St Cyril in the ninth century.

agricultural-industrial activity at the site during the Byzantine period – about 770 BCE
Agricultural activity at the site during the Byzantine period – about 770 BCE

the Sunday of orthodoxy
Rumachi Shakhov’s history is far more ancient than generally assumed: "The excavation unearthed evidence of agricultural-industrial activity at the site during the Byzantine period - about 770 BCE."

I mentioned above that after the original Muslim conquests Byzantium went into a period of sharp decline and crisis which lasted through the 6th and 7ths. But in the 5th-6th century Byzantium began a new archaeological discovery in st. hilarion monastery
A new archaeological discovery in St. Hilarion Monastery

naxos travel guide
Naxos is a Greek island in the Aegean Sea, known for its beautiful beaches and historic sites.

the house in late antique syria
Dating from the end of the 7th century BCE, the private toilet cubicle The mosaic, which dates from the Byzantine period (300-400 AD), was found as archaeologists unearthed an extensive

"luxury" 2,700-year-old toilet discovered in jerusalem
"Luxury" 2,700-year-old toilet discovered in Jerusalem

located just 20 miles from jerusalem, the dead sea has played an important political and economic role in the near east since at least the seventh second Temple and Byzantine periods, built
Located just 20 miles from Jerusalem, the Dead Sea has played an important political and economic role in the Near East since at least the seventh century BCE.

life in a busy oasis
The residential architecture of late antique (third to sixth century) Syria, amidst its ruins in one of the most important eastern provinces of the Roman and later, Byzantine, empires. Sensitve to
The house in late antique Syria
 Dating from the end of the 7th century BCE, the private toilet cubicle The mosaic, which dates from the Byzantine period (300-400 AD), was found as archaeologists unearthed an extensive

"luxury" 2,700-year-old toilet discovered in jerusalem
"Luxury" 2,700-year-old toilet discovered in Jerusalem

Dating from the end of the 7th century BCE, the private toilet cubicle The mosaic, which dates from the Byzantine period (300-400 AD), was found as archaeologists unearthed an extensive